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Structure of Today's Talk
•

Granada was the last Islamic state on the Iberian peninsular to fall to the
Christian Kingdoms from the North during the period known as the
‘Reconquista’

•

It brought to an end the a period of nearly 800 years of Muslim presence
in Spain and Portugal although the influences of the Arabs and Moors
from this time are all around us.

•

This talk will cover
1. An overview of events from 711 – 1238
2. The Emirate of Granada from 1238 – 1482
3. The ‘Granada War’ of 1482-1492
4. The aftermath and the end of Islamic Spain

This is not a history of the Reconquista – that will be a subject for a later talk.
This talk will be split into four sections
1) Background 711 – 1238 AD. The conquest of Visigothic Spain and the occupation
by Islamic armies of all but a narrow mountainous strip in Asturias in the North
then the slow and steady recovery of these lands by the emerging Christian
kingdoms over the following 500 years
2) The Emirate of Granada 1238-1482. After the majority of Spain & Portugal was
recovered by the Christian kingdoms, the Reconquista came to a halt for nearly
250 years when only the area of Granada was left. This section will explore the
reasons for this and a general history of the Emirate and surrounding Spanish
Kingdoms
3) The Granada Wat 1482-1492. Once the major Christian Kingdoms of Castille and
Aragon were united under Isabella and Ferdinand the final stage of the
Reconquista was started and after a 10 year war against a disunited state writhen
by civil war the cities and castles of the Emirate of Granada fell and the scene set
for the end of Islamic influence.
4) The aftermath and the end of Islamic Spain. Although generous and conciliatory
terms were given to the Muslims of Granada as part of the surrender, these ere
steadily eroded in favour ofa dogmatic Catholic approach and the suppression of
any islamic/Moorish culture and faith
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1.Spain 711–1238: 711-720 the Muslim invasion
•

Following the military collapse of the Western Roman Empire in the early
5th Century, the province of Hispania was occupied by a string of Germanic
tribes who had migrated across the Rhine.

•

The Visigoths were the last of these Germanic tribes to settle in Spain and
created a Kingdom for themselves controlling the existing Romanised
population and acting as a military aristocracy.

•

In the beginning of the 8th Century Arab forces of the Islamic conquest
arrived in the North African lands across the sea from Spain.

•

In 711 following one of the many dynastic disputes amongst the Visigothic
nobility as to who was to be King an army of Berbers crossed the straits and
defeated and killed the Visigothic King.

•

Between 711 and 720 Moslem armies overran most of the Visigothic
territories against a disunited and negligible resistance until just a
mountainous strip remained in the Asturias mountain region in the North

Hispania has been a peaceful Roman province since the 1st century AD suffering
relatively little from the upheavals and disruptions of the various civil wars and
barbarian invasions that plagued the Roman Empire from the 2nd to 5th centuries.
Consequently the Province was weakly defended and the barbarian tribes migrating
from Germania easily became an occupying force, leaving the existing Roman
administration in place and implementing a feudal or warlord style hierarchy.
The Visigoths ruled Spain for about 200 years successfully dealing with incursions
from the Franks in Gaul (modern France) and attempts by the Eastern Roman Empire
in Constantinople (aka The Byzantine Empire) to re-establish Imperial control.
The eruption of the Arab Islamic armies from Arabia in the middle of the 7th Century
overturned the existing order in the Mediterranean world. In about 70 years Muslim
armies had overrun the Eastern Roman provinces of Syria, Egypt and North Africa
(Tunisia) and converted the native tribes of modern day Morocco /Algeria to Islam.
Thus helped unit the previously warring Berber tribes under Arab leadership and
directed them towards conquest and expansion.
The Visigoths did not have a purely hereditary line of succession consequently
infighting and civil wars were endemic amongst the Visigoth nobility when a new
King was needed.
The Arab/Moorish/Berber forces which invaded Spain in 711 were united and often
helped by local Visigothic Lords in their conquest of the peninsular rather than
opposed.
Christians in areas conquered by Islamic armies were allowed to continue to practise
their religion but required to pay tribute, forbidden weapons and were 2nd class
citizens compared to the waves of incoming Arab & Berber colonists.
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1.Spain 711–1238: Iberian Peninsular circa 756AD

The area remaining outside any sort of Muslim control was the traditional
Cantabrian/Basque country which had always led a semi-independent existence even
under the Romans and Visigoths. It was mountainous and poor with few major urban
centres.
A large part of northern Spain was initially conquered and controlled by the Muslims
but not settled to any large extent – the Muslim armies just replaced the previous
Visigoth Lords or made them vassals.
According to tradition the Moslems met their first defeat in 722 at the hands of a
Visigothic nobleman (but may have been local Spanish/Basque). Spain counts the
start of the Reconquista from that date but it was very slow in starting.
Arabs and Berbers began to mainly settle in the areas south of the Duero river, the
north was not that attractive to them
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1.Spain 711–1238: Iberian Peninsula circa 790AD
•

By the end of the 8th Century the Christians in the north had reoccupied
territories north of the Duero river.

The Muslims found the territory north of the Duero river difficult to control and of
limited economic value and soon abandoned it. For a long period the area between the
mountains in the north and the Duero river was a lightly populated no-mans land
between the surviving Christian areas and the conquered areas of the Iberian
Peninsula. .
Galicia was recovered from the Muslims early on as it was not garrisoned to any
significant degree and had limited wealth to tempt them to remain.
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1.Spain 711–1238: 720-900 1st Christian Kingdoms
•

Over the following 200 years the Christians in the north formed new states
and slowly gained new territories from the Muslims.

•

There was as much fighting between these new Kingdoms as there was
between them as the Muslims of ‘Al-Andalus’

Over the next couple of hundred years the Christian areas not held by the Muslims
formed into independent Kingdoms who were focused on carving out their own fiefs
rather than taking on the powerful Islamic Caliphate to the south.
The area conquered and colonised by the Arabs and Berbers (Moors) was primarily a
unitary state – the Caliphate of Cordoba and able to bring significant military
resources to bear on any threat from the fractured Christian Kingdoms to the north.
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1.Spain 711–1238: 1031-85 Collapse of the Caliphate
•
•

In 1031 the centralised Caliphate of Cordoba collapsed and was replaced by
many small emirates. The Christian Kingdoms took advantage of this making
major gains, capturing Toledo in 1085.
The Muslims of Spain called for help from the Almorvid Berbers in Africa who
defeated the Christians but then took over Islamic Spain until 1212, imposing a
central government onto the emirates that had emerged.

Following the collapse of the unifying influence of the Cordoba Caliphate in the early
11th century, the 20-30 independent Muslim states that emerged fought with each
other and allied or became protectorates of one of the Christian kingdoms, many
being eventually subsumed by them. In the 50 years following the collapse of the
Caliphate and fragmentation of the Islamic part of Spain the northern Christian
Kingdoms made significant gains.
Eventually the Iberian Emirates called on Muslims in North Africa for assistance. The
North African Almorvid Berbers (and the subsequent Almohads) were more fanatical
Muslims than their fellow co-religionists in Iberia. They lead the war against the
Christian north and then forcibly reunified the various Emirates under their control.
The defeat of the Christians in 1085 and the reunification of Muslim rule under the
Almorvids and later the Almohads put a halt to the Reconquista for about 150 years
during which the two sides would raid each other and the Christian Kingdoms would
fight amongst themselves.
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1.Spain 711–1238: 1262 Only Granada remains...
•
•

In 1212 the Almohad armies were crushed at the Battle of Navas del Tolosa. The
Muslim state fell apart and over the next 30-40 years Cordoba, Seville and Valencia
were taken by the Christian Kingdoms.
By 1262 just the Emirate of Granada left as a Muslim state in Iberia.

The Battle of Navas del Tolosa was a critical battle of the Reconquista breaking the
back of the Almohad army and saw Islamic Spain splinter into factions again. The
Christian armies systematically reduced all the remaining Muslim cities and fortresses
outside of the Emirate of Granada.
Portugal now occupied the territory more or less the same as modern Portugal.
Granada is surrounded by the lands of Castille.
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2.Granada 1238-1482: Alone amidst enemies
•

From 1238 Granada was ruled by the Nasrid dynasty which had to perform a
delicate balancing act to maintain their independence and existence.

•

In 1246 Granada formally became a tributary state of the Kingdom of Castille and
even assisted Christian armies in the conquest of some of the remaining Almohad
areas of Spain such as Seville in 1248.

•

Granada was in a strong position – the Sierra Nevada Mountains were a natural
defensive position and the city itself was heavily fortified

•

Granada paid a large tribute in gold to the Christian states and together with the
strong position of the emirate was a key factor in it’s survival for so long.

•

The Reconquista in the rest of Spain led to large numbers of Muslim refugees
fleeing to Granada. This strengthened the Emirate in terms of population, military
manpower and the economy.

•

Granada was also at the centre of trade and commerce through much of this period
controlling the trade routes and especially the gold trade from Mali and Burkina
Faso

The collapse of the Almohad regime in Islamic Spain enabled the Christian Kingdoms
to take significant areas of land from the Moslems. As they did so many Moslems fled
south to the remaining Islamic emirate – Granada.
In the wake of the major gains made by the various Christian Kingdoms they began to
revert to in-fighting amongst themselves.
Granada survived as long as it did due to its economic strength and usefulness to
other states, the perceived cost in conquering it and the renewed rivalry between the
Christian Kingdoms.
The Nasrids were the longest lasting Muslim dynasty of Islamic Spain
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2.Granada 1238-1482: A Golden Age
•

During this period the influx of Muslims from other parts of Spain saw the city
grow in size and numbers.

•

The Textile industry was renown especially silks which were produced and
widely exported.

•

During the reign of Muhammad V (1354-59 & 1362-91) the bulk of the
Alhambra Palace as it currently is was designed and built.

•

Muslim architects and builders from Granada were renown for their skills and
were used by Christian Kings and Bishops to build their palaces and churches

Many Muslims from the parts of Spain conquered by the Christian Kingdoms moved
to Granada increasing the population and bringing many skills with them.
The annual tribute in gold paid by Granada was a drain but as the economy thrived
was affordable.
Extensive trade and cultural ties grew up between Granada and the Christian
Kingdoms.
The Christian Kingdoms continued their own rivalry and conflicts – fear of the
Muslims to the south had diminished as only Granada remained.
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2.Granada 1238-1482: The Coming Storm
•

The death of Emir Yusuf III in 1417 saw the end of unity within the ruling Nasrid
dynasty of Granada. From this time on there was disunity with multiple factions,
families and clans vying for power. Between 1417 & 1464 there were 7 different
Emirs who held the throne on 12 different occasions.

•

The constant infighting led to economic decline with heavy taxes imposed to
support the military and the castles and fortifications within the Emirate. This made
the Muslim rulers very unpopular and easy for rivals to undermine.

•

Border skirmishes and raids between Granada and the Christian Kingsdoms were
endemic. The nobles of both sides would ally with each other regardless of religion
to gain a local advantage and advance their own agenda.

•

The War of Castilian Succession (1475-79) which followed the death of Henry IV
gave a brief respite to Granada as the main Christian Kingdom fought another civil
war. However when Isabella emerged victorious it meant that the two largest
Christian Kingdoms, Castille & Aragon were now united as Isabella of Castille
married Ferdinand of Aragon.

The Emirs of Granada had to constantly look over their shoulders and play off
different factions and family members, both internally and in the Christian Kingdoms.
Together with the heavy tribute paid to the Christian Kingdoms the tax burden needed
to fund a strong army and series of fortifications made the Emirs very unpopular with
their people and played into the hands of factions wanting to replace the current
incumbent (who ever he was).
Following their marriage, Isabella of Castille and Ferdinand of Aragon as wife &
husband presented a united front for the first time in over 200 years and could focus
on opposing the Muslims in Spain rather then jockeying for superiority with other
Christian Kingdoms.
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3.The Granada War: Overview
•

The war last 10 years, generally as a series of campaigns between the Spring and
Autumn although even in winter there was constant skirmishing and raids.

•

Castille was the primary player on the Christian side providing virtually all the
troops whilst Aragon gave political and moral support, money and some naval
assistance.

•

Money was a major constraint on both sides but the Christian Kingdoms were in a
better position with Aragon and other states providing loans.

•

Granada was crippled by its disunity and ongoing civil war between the Emir and
his son.

•

No evidence that Isabella and Ferdinand started the War with the aim of the total
conquest of Grenada. They seized the opportunity presented by the disunity in the
Nasrid family

•

From a military perspective, the Granada war saw the first extensive use of artillery
in the Peninsula. This was a key factor in the reduction of many of the Muslim
fortifications throughout the Emirate.

Wars in medieval times were generally a series of campaigns fought between Spring
and autumn.
Castille was the most powerful Christian Kingdom in Spain and its lands surrounded
Granada. Any conflict with the Muslims would be lead by them.
War is expensive. Troops have to be paid supplies (especially food) bought and
transported. Cash is a major constraint on operations. The provision of loans as well
as mercenaries and some contingents by other Spanish Kingdoms was a important
factor in the final war.
The strengths of Granada that had helped maintain its independence over 250 years
was weakened by disunity and civil war. It’s military forces diluted y fighting each
other as well as the Christians.
Although the end of Islam in Spain was a long term aim of the Christian Kingdoms
there does not appear to be any real evidence that Isabella and Ferdinand were
actually planning this when war broke out in 1482.
Fortifications (as evidenced by the many castles in Spain) were a key part of the
ongoing conflicted between the Islamic and Christian states in Spain and the difficulty
and time required to reduce them had been a significant factor in determining the
outcome of previous wars. However the emergence of artillery and gunpowder made
the reduction of many castles much easier then before. This enabled relatively rapid
advances during campaigns,
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3.The Granada War: The Nasrid family
•

•

S’ad, Emir of Granada died in 1464, leaving two sons. Abu Hassan and Al-Zacal.
Abu Hassan, as the eldest became the Emir whilst Al-Zacal became governor of
Malaga and the surrounding areas. There were no significant problems between
them.
Abu Hassan had a son, known as Boabdil. He did not get on with his father and
together with his many supporters was constantly at odds with him.
S’ad
1454-64

Abu Hassan
1464-82
1483-85

Al-Zacal
1485-86

Abu Hassan
1464-82
1483-85

The sons and grandson of Emir S’ad were the last inhabitants of the throne of
Granada and play key roles on the demise of Islamic Spain.
Their infighting and preference to oppose each other rather than the common enemy
of Isabella and Ferdinand was the nail in the coffin of Granada and Islamic Spain.
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3.The Granada War: The Start:1482
•
•
•

The first move was in December 1481 with an attack by Granada on the town of Zahara.
Castille used this as a pretext to initiate the war, probably with the aim of making gains.
Early in 1482 Castille invaded and quickly took the strategic town of Alhama, deep inside
the Emirate about 50 km SW of the city of Granada . The Emir ABU HASSAN attempted to
retake Alhama but was unable to do so.
In May/June 1482 the Castilians next besieged the Loja (55 km West of Granada but ABU
HASSAN relieved the town. Whilst ABU HASSAN was away from Granada his son
BOABDIL rebelled, took Granada and declared himself the new Emir

The attack on Zahara was probably one of the many cross border incidents between
local nobles. Isabella & Ferdinand used this as an opportunity to kick off a war to gain
more territory.
Alhama was on the main road between Granada and Malaga.
The Emir, Abu Hassan was unable to retack Alhama which would have weaken him in
the eyes of his opponents. When Abu Hassan with the bulk of his army went and
relieved the siege of Loja, his son Boabdil, took the opportunity to seize control of the
city of Granada and declare himself Emir. At this point it is unlikely that either side
regarded this conflict as anything other than another in the constant rounds of
clashes between the two states.
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3.The Granada War: Muslim disunity 1483-4

The Turning Point
•
•
•
•
•

•

The rebellion and taking of the city of Granada in 1482 by Boabdil changed
the nature of the conflict and sowed the seeds of Granada’s destruction.
ABU HASSAN’s brother and ally AL-ZAGAL, the governor of Malaga
defeated a Castilian force to the east of Malaga in 1483 which strengthened
the Muslim position.
However, a Christian army defeated the forces of BOABDIL and captured
the ‘new’ Emir making him a prisoner of Isabelle & Ferdinand.
The disunity and ongoing civil war between ABU HASSAN and his son
BOABDIL was an opportunity. It persuaded Isabella and Ferdinand that the
total conquest of Granada was feasible.
Isabella and Ferdinand released BOABDIL to continue the civil war
against his father. The continuous fighting between the two factions,
sometimes with Christian assistance weaken the Muslim defence against the
Christian Kingdoms.
Many historians consider this the turning point in the war .
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3.The Granada War: 1485 Loss of the west
•
•
•

AL-ZAGAL managed to force his nephew BOABDIL out of the city of Granada.
He then displaced his allying brother as Emir. ABU HASSAN died shortly after.
BOABDIL fled for refuge to Isabella & Ferdinand who then provided support in his
ongoing struggle for the throne against his uncle during 1485-6.
Meanwhile during 1485, the Marquis of Cadiz took Ronda and the port of Marbella
which had been the base for the Grenadian fleet. The far western part of the
Emirate was now effectively lost to the emirate.
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3.The Granada War: 1487 Fall of Malaga
•
•
•
•

In 1486 BOABDIL became a vassal of Isabella & Ferdinand. BOABDIL resumed the civil
war against his uncle AL-ZAGAL promising peace to any towns that came over to him.
In 1487 the Christian campaign focused in Malaga , the major commercial seaport of the
Emirate. The Muslim civil war prevented any serious relief attempt.
After a 3½ month siege and extensive fighting the city fell in August 1487. As they had
refused terms twice the population was enslaved or massacred.
The fall of Malaga was a blow to AL-ZAGAL prestige and enabled BOABDIL supporters to
take control of the city of Granada again. AL-ZAGAL retired to the east.

Boabdil promised peace and degree of autonomy from Castille for towns that
abandoned allegiance to Al-Zagab and acknowledged him as Emir. He continued the
fighting against his Uncle whilst Isabella & Ferdinand continued their own war against
Al-Zagab.
They focused on Al-Zagab’s stronghold of Malaga which they besieged in 1487 for 3½
months. The siege was brutal and fighting was heavy. Malaga refused several
invitations to surrender on good terms before the final fall to assault. The ensuring
massacre, although brutal was not unusual in such circumstances.
The Jews in Malaga were ransomed from slavery by other Jews outside Malaga
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3.The Granada War: 1487-9 End for AL-ZAGAB
•
•
•
•

In 1487-89 Isabella & Ferdinand moved to finish off AL-ZAGAB. They had
BOABDIL ‘in their pocket’ and with it control of rest of the Emirate.
Vera fell in 1488 and in 1489 the Christian armies lay siege to the powerful fortress
of Baza. Set in the mountains with extensive fortifications and a strong garrison it
was a major undertaking by Isabella & Ferdinand .
After a 6-7 month siege Baza finally surrendered on generous terms. Almeria on the
coast also fell to the Christian armies that year.
AL-ZAGAB was captured early in 1490 ending organised resistance

With no hope of outside relief or assistance fro the Muslims loyal to Boabdil the end
was not in doubt.
Once it was clear that the Christian forces would maintain the siege of Baza at all
costs there was no reason to continue.
As Baza surrendered generous terms were given to the garrison.
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3.The Granada War: 1491-2 The End
•
•
•
•
•

BOABDIL was very unhappy at the way he had been treated by Isabella &
Ferdinand. Lands that were promised to him were being administered by Castille.
Feeling that he had not been adequately rewarded for his contribution to the defeat
of his father and uncle he repudiated his vassalage and rebelled. Requests for
support to the Islamic world fell on deaf ears.
The siege of Granada began in April 1491 and lasted 7 months. A treaty of
surrender was agreed in November but gave BOABDIL two months to make
arrangements to hand over due to the ongoing conflict between different factions.
The Treaty of Granada was quite generous protecting the lives and property of the
inhabitants, freedom of religion and protection from harassment.
On 2nd January 1492 Castilian troops entered the city and took control.
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4.Aftermath & end of Islamic Spain: Impact
•
•
•

The fall of Granada was an enormous blow to the Islamic world. It was a shock on
par to that which Christendom had suffered 40 years earlier when Constantinople
had fallen to the Turks in May 1453.
Isabella & Ferdinand received congratulations from Christian monarchs throughout
Europe and were feted as great defenders of Christendom.
There was rejoicing in the streets throughout Spain & Portugal with extensive
celebrations, feasts & bullfights.
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4.Aftermath & end of Islamic Spain: Impact
•

The generous terms of the Treaty of Granada held for about 5-7 years after which
they were steady eroded and repudiated with Muslims put under increasing
restrictions on their faith and activities.

•

The tolerant Bishops and governors that had appointed after the fall of the city were
steadily replaced by others determined to eradicate Muslims and Islam from Spain.
This persecution led to growing violence and eventually revolts.

•

After a revolt in 1499 all Muslims were forced to convert or leave, however the
‘Moriscos’ were viewed with suspicion and under threat from the Inquisition.

•

Increasing oppression against Moorish converts eventually led to the Revolt of the
Alpujarras in 1568, a brutal 3 year war which eventually saw all surviving
‘Moriscos’ exiled to other parts of Spain and their places taken by catholic settlers.

•

To this day the festival ‘Dia de la Toma de Granada’ is held in Granada on the 2nd
January each year with parades. In recent years this has taken on political overtones
with right wing parties using this to promote ‘Spanish identity’ whilst other groups
have demonstrated against it as a celebration of genocide.

As Spain became more fanatically Catholic the presence of Muslims within the
country was viewed with distain.
The reformation which was making itself felt also flamed the fire of extreme
Catholicism with heresy deemed a danger to the state as well as the Roman Catholic
church and hierarchy.
Even after ‘conversion’ most Moriscos kept Moorish dress & customs and Arabic was
widespread.
The revolt of 1568 was driven by extreme measures to stamp out all aspects of
Moorish/Islamic culture and customs.
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